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About This Game

Grimm: Dark Legacy is a tale of deep, dark exploration, hunger, and blood thirsty combat in a medieval setting.

You play the ancestors of the Grimm. Your story takes place inside the Wesen journal featured in the hit NBC TV series.

Hunt, gather, craft, and form a ruthless band of Grimm to defeat humongous hordes of Wesen on your journey. Can you
survive?

Key Features:

Online Co-Operative Gameplay
Build your own rag-tag team of up to 4 Grimm and work together to raid each country and deal out Grimm justice to the
mayhem that lives there.

Offline Singleplayer
Prefer to play full-rogue? Play offline without anything to hold you back!

Dark & Twisted World
The beautiful game world is inhabited by a coterie of fauna and flora that you need to survive. Each of the 80+ mission
areas spread across 10 countries are generated in real-time meaning there is no end to the unforgiving combinations of
blueprints, Wesen, and other mysterious creatures out to get you.
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Rogue-Lite Gameplay
Collect loot and craft new gear to survive as long as possible. Death is inevitable, but it isn’t the end! Pass your
knowledge on to the next generation of Grimm and continue your adventure!

The Wesen You Know
All Wesen in the game are drawn directly from the TV show and are imbued with a range of powers that make hunting
them a real challenge.
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Title: Grimm: Dark Legacy
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Artplant
Publisher:
GamesCo
Release Date: 2 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (64-bit versions only)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® 8600 GT or ATI Radeon™ HD 4850 Minimum 512MB Dedicated Memory

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 10 GB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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if you plan on getting this game don't, just save your money.

to begin with the voice acting is just terrible (it sounds like when someone is on tv but they dont want there real voice heard so
they distort it) and the gameplay reflects it, i get lost easily in foliage there is no indication on where you should be heading until
you literally run against the wall and wait for the prompt to proceed. The zombies are a real pain in the butt to kill in the
beginning, the melee is bad as well. The cutscene animations are garbage (if i can call it animation), the mouse stays locked on
your screen and that gets old fast. i wish those two men i helped sprayed my head everywhere so i would be spared of playing
this game.. A fun horse riding game. You can compete in various races and perform care tasks (such as feeding and grooming)
to get endurance bonuses for the riding challenges. It's open world with a "Riding Out" mode where you can just ride around
and explore without any set tasks or anything. You unlock more horses and locations the more missions you do. It's a well-made
game; it saves your progress automatically, the controls are great, and it's not buggy.
In comparison to other horse riding\/care games, the horses are finicky over rough terrain, and the care tasks are given
limitations (such as soft spots on the horse you can't touch in the brushing minigame) to make it fell more like a game than a
chore. All in all, it's non-demanding, fun to play, and really well-made.. These boots shouldn't be locked behind a damn paywall.
Shame on you.. made me NUTT. Horn sounds are a bit patchy, but the AP sound pack improves it! Great Model especially
since it has the buckeye so you can haul foreign wagons like Schnabel cars and mk3 coaches. The default engine sounds are
really good as well as the cab textures. Overall 9\/10. So funny wish there were mods.. come on pc, you can handle duke nukem
forever why cant you handle this
pc:its so terrible
YEAH WELL I WANT TO PLAY IT
"pulls out gun"
pc:i refuse
why is the framerate so low when i can handle duke nukem forever
-100 haunted
10\/10 would not function at all. i like it. :). WTFWTFWTFWTFWTFWTFWTFWTFWTFWTFWTFWTFWTFWTFWTFWT
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It's a buggy mess in its current state.

Had an itch for a good collectathon platformer game after seeing some vids on Yooka Laylee, bought this because it fit the bill.
Unfortunately, it's in rough shape at the current time. The dev is pretty active about fixing issues that people report, and that's
good on him. However, The sheer number of bugs and issues in the game is staggering. I've reported quite a few myself, but
every time I open the game I find more and more.

Let's talk about the gameplay, as bugs can be fixed. You've got a pretty standard collectathon platformer here. There's lots of
different objects to find in the levels, with varying levels of difficulty required to collect them. It's all pretty standard, there's
nothing that I've seen that introduces anything new to the genre. Combat feels pretty fluid, you'll be weaving in and out of battle
with the various creatures. You'll often times find yourself getting hit without much warning though, which can be frustrating.
The platforming is hit or miss. Vertical climbing feels the most challenging, you can clip on the edge of platforms and have to
repeat jumps often. Precision jumps to specific points, such as a pole, are difficult at times as well. The level design is alright,
there's decent variation in how the levels are arranged. There's a lot of reused assets for every theme (ice, fire, etc) world
though.

The music for the game is probably my favorite part, he did a very good job with the sound track.

Even ignoring the bugs, it's a very generic platformer. You can find better, or wait for Yooka Laylee.

. best dollar ever spent

. 2 hours in and I can tell this game will be continuous fun. I shoot USPSA with my father and brother, and they are both
looking forward to playing.
Game definitely could use some more effects but as a start, it's awesome. Good gun selection, has all the classes we shoot, and
has an accurate stage design. Looking forward to updates!. There are indeed pugs: pugs in hats, pugs in capes. Worth every one
of the 59 cents I paid.. Great boardgame, but implementation leaves a lot to be desired. Digitization could have been done a lot
better - disappointing.. Weak campagin DLC. A decent boss fight at the end does not make up for the poorly designed levels.
Don't bother unless this is the last piece of the Serious Sam series you have left to play.
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